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Nulear transpareny in (e, e′p) reations is evaluated in a fully relativisti distorted wave impulse
approximation model. The relativisti mean eld theory is used for the bound state and the Pauli
redution for the sattering state, whih is alulated from a relativisti optial potential. Results
for seleted nulei are displayed in a Q2 range between 0.3 and 1.8 (GeV/c)2 and ompared with
reent eletron sattering data. For Q2 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2 the results are lower than data; for higher Q2
they are in reasonable agreement with data. The sensitivity of the model to dierent presriptions
for the one-body urrent operator is investigated. The o-shell ambiguities are rather large for the
distorted ross setions and small for the plane wave ross setions.
PACS numbers: 25.30.Fj, 24.10.Jv
I. INTRODUCTION
Exlusive (e, e′p) knokout reations have been used sine a long time to study the single partile
properties of nulear struture. The analysis of the experimental ross setions were suessfully
arried out in the theoretial framework of the nonrelativisti distorted wave impulse approximation
(DWIA) for Q2 less than 0.4 GeV/c2 [1, 2℄. In reent years, owing to the new data from TJNAF [3,
4℄, similar models based on a fully relativisti DWIA (RDWIA) framework were developed. In this
approah the wave funtions of the initial and nal nuleons are solutions of a Dira equations
ontaining salar and vetor potentials tted to the ground state properties of the nuleus and to
proton elasti sattering data [5℄.
In the nuleus, nal state interation with the nulear medium an absorb the struk proton,
thus reduing the experimental ross setion. This redution is related to the nulear transpareny,
whih an be intuitively dened as the ratio of the measured to the plane wave ross setion.
The transpareny an be used to rene our knowledge of nulear medium eets and to look for
deviation from onventional preditions of nulear physis, suh as the Color Transpareny (CT)
eet. The CT was introdued basing on perturbative QCD arguments [6℄. The name is related to
the disappearane of the olor fores at high Q2: three quarks should form an objet that passes
through the nulear medium without undergoing interations. If the CT eet swithes on as Q2
inreases, then the nulear transpareny should be enhaned towards unity. Several measurements
of the nulear transpareny in (p, 2p) and (e, e′p) knokout have been arried out in the past. The
rst experiment looking for CT eet was performed at Brookhaven [7℄ measuring transpareny in
(p, 2p) reation. An inrease of transpareny for 3 ≤ Q2 ≤ 8 (GeV/c)2, followed by a derease for
8 ≤ Q2 ≤ 11 (GeV/c)2 was observed. New data onrm this energy dependene of transpareny [8℄.
The rst measurements of nulear transpareny in (e, e′p) reation were arried out at Bates with
Q2 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2 [9℄. In reent years, higher energy data of transpareny in (e, e′p) were produed
at SLAC [10℄ and TJNAF [11, 12℄. In ontrast with (p, 2p) data, the NE-18 experiment at SLAC
did not see any CT eet up to Q2 = 6.8 (GeV/c)2, but ould not exlude a slow onset of CT. The
E91-013 experiment at TJNAF studied the nulear transpareny in a Q2 range up to 8.1 (GeV/c)2
with greatly improved statistis and did not found evidene for the onset of CT.
The distorted wave approah was rst applied to evaluate transpareny in (e, e′p) knokout in
Ref. [13℄, where it was shown that measurements of the normal transverse struture funtion in
208
Pb ould aord to see CT eet, and in Ref. [14℄, where the nulear part of the transition
amplitude was written in terms of Shrödinger-like wave funtions for bound and sattering states
and of an eetive urrent operator ontaining the Dira potentials. Alternatively, the nulear
transpareny results were analyzed in terms of a Glauber model [15, 16, 17℄, whih assumes lassial
attenuation of protons in the nulear medium.
In this paper we present RDWIA alulations of nulear transpareny in (e, e′p) reation. The
RDWIA treatment is the same as in Refs. [18, 19℄. The relativisti bound state wave funtions have
been generated as solutions of a Dira equation ontaining salar and vetor potentials obtained in
2the framework of the relativisti mean eld theory. The eetive Pauli redution has been adopted
for the outgoing nuleon wave funtion. The resulting Shrödinger-like equation is solved for eah
partial wave starting from relativisti optial potentials. The relativisti urrent is written following
the most ommonly used urrent onserving (cc) presriptions for the (e, e′p) reation introdued
in Ref. [20℄. The ambiguities onneted with dierent hoies of the eletromagneti urrent annot
generally be dismissed. In the (e, e′p) reation the preditions of dierent presriptions are generally
in lose agreement [21℄. Large dierenes an however be found at high missing momenta [22, 23℄.
The formalism is outlined in Se. II. Relativisti alulations of nulear transpareny are pre-
sented in Se. III, where urrent ambiguities are also investigated. Some onlusions are drawn in
Se. IV.
II. FORMALISM
The nulear transpareny an be experimentally dened as the ratio of the measured ross setion
to the ross setion in plane wave approximation, whih is usually evaluated by means of a Monte
Carlo simulation to take in aount the kinematis of the experiment. Hene, we dene nulear
transpareny as
T =
∫
V
dEm dpm σDW (Em,pm,p
′)∫
V
dEm dpm σPW (Em,pm)
, (1)
where σDW is the distrorted wave ross setion and σPW is the plane wave one. Sine the measured
transpareny depends upon the kinematis onditions and the spetrometer aeptane, we have
to speify the spae phase volume, V , and use it for both the numerator and the denominator [24℄.
Beause of nal state interation, the distorted ross setion depends upon the momentum of the
emitted nuleon p
′
, whereas the undistorted ross setion only depends upon the missing energy
Em and the missing momentum pm.
In the one-photon exhange approximation the (e, e′p) ross setion is given by the ontration
between the lepton tensor and the hadron tensor. In the ase of an unpolarized reation it an be
written as
σ = σM frec E
′|p′| [ρ00f00 + ρ11f11 + ρ01f01 cos (α) + ρ1−1f1−1 cos (2α)] , (2)
where σM is the Mott ross setion, frec is the reoil fator [1, 2℄, E
′
and p
′
are the energy and
momentum of the emitted nuleon, and α is the out of plane angle between the eletron sattering
plane and the (q,p′) plane. The oeients ρλλ′ are obtained from the lepton tensor omponents
and depend only upon the eletron kinematis [1, 2℄. The struture funtions fλλ′ are given by
bilinear ombinations of the omponents of the nulear urrent as
f00 = 〈J0
(
J0
)†〉 ,
f11 = 〈Jx (Jx)†〉+ 〈Jy (Jy)†〉 ,
f01 = −2
√
2 Re
[
〈Jx (J0)†〉] ,
f1−1 = 〈Jy (Jy)†〉 − 〈Jx (Jx)†〉 , (3)
where 〈· · · 〉 means that average over the initial and sum over the nal states is performed fullling
energy onservation. In our frame of referene the z axis is along q, and the y axis is parallel to
q × p′.
In RDWIA the matrix elements of the nulear urrent operator, i.e.,
Jµ =
∫
drΨf (r)ĵ
µ exp {iq · r}Ψi(r) , (4)
are alulated using relativisti wave funtions for initial and nal states.
The hoie of the eletromagneti operator is a longstanding problem. Here we disuss the three
3urrent onserving expressions [20, 25, 26℄
ĵµcc1 = GM (Q
2)γµ − κ
2M
F2(Q
2)P
µ
,
ĵµcc2 = F1(Q
2)γµ + i
κ
2M
F2(Q
2)σµνqν , (5)
ĵµcc3 = F1(Q
2)
P
µ
2M
+
i
2M
GM (Q
2)σµνqν ,
where qµ = (ω, q) is the four-momentum transfer, Q2 =| q |2 −ω2, Pµ = (E + E′,pm + p′), κ
is the anomalous part of the magneti moment, F1 and F2 are the Dira and Pauli nuleon form
fators, GM = F1+κF2 is the Sahs nuleon magneti form fator, and σ
µν = (i/2) [γµ, γν ]. These
expressions are equivalent for on-shell partiles thanks to Gordon identity. However, sine nuleons
in the nuleus are o-shell we expet that these formulas should give dierent results. Current
onservation is restored by replaing the longitudinal urrent and the bound nuleon energy by
[20℄
JL = Jz =
ω
| q | J
0 , (6)
E =
√
| pm |2 +M2 =
√
| p′ − q |2 +M2 . (7)
The bound state wave funtion
Ψi =
(
ui
vi
)
, (8)
is given by the Dira-Hartree solution of a relativisti Lagrangian ontaining salar and vetor
potentials.
The ejetile wave funtion Ψf is written in terms of its positive energy omponent Ψf+ following
the diret Pauli redution method [27℄
Ψf =
(
Ψf+
σ·p′
M+E′+S−V
Ψf+
)
, (9)
where S = S(r) and V = V (r) are the salar and vetor potentials for the nuleon with energy E′.
The upper omponent Ψf+ is related to a Shrödinger equivalent wave funtion Φf by the Darwin
fator D(r), i.e.,
Ψf+ =
√
D(r)Φf , (10)
D(r) =
M + E′ + S − V
M + E′
. (11)
Φf is a two-omponent wave funtion whih is solution of a Shrödinger equation ontaining equiv-
alent entral and spin-orbit potentials obtained from the salar and vetor potentials. Hene, using
the relativisti normalization, the emitted nuleon wave funtion is written as
Ψf = Ψ
†
fγ
0 =
√
M + E′
2E′
[(
1
σ·p′
C
)√
D Φf
]†
γ0
=
√
M + E′
2E′
Φ†f
(√
D
)†(
1 ; σ · p′ 1
C†
)
γ0 , (12)
where
C = C(r) = M + E′ + S(r)− V (r) . (13)
III. TRANSPARENCY AND THE (e, e′p) REACTION
The (e, e′p) reation is a well-suited proess to searh for CT eets. The e-p ross setion is
aurately known from QED and the energy resolution guarantees the exlusivity of the reation.
4Several measurements of nulear transpareny to protons in quasifree (e, e′p) knokout have been
arried out on several target nulei and over a wide range of energies to look for CT onset.
Here, we alulated nulear transpareny for losed shell or subshell nulei at kinematis ondi-
tions ompatible with the experimental setups for whih the measurements of nulear transpareny
have been performed, and for whih the RDWIA preditions are known to provide a good agree-
ment with ross setion data. The bound state wave funtions and optial potentials are the same
as in Refs. [18, 19℄, where the RDWIA results are in satisfatory agreement with (e, e′p) and (γ, p)
data.
The relativisti bound-state wave funtions have been obtained from the program ADFX of
Ref. [28℄, where relativisti Hartree-Bogoliubov equations are solved in the mean eld approxima-
tion to the desription of ground state properties of several spherial nulei. The model starts from
a Lagrangian density ontaining sigma-meson, omega-meson, rho-meson and photon eld, whose
potentials are obtained by solving self-onsistently Klein-Gordon equations. Moreover, nite range
interations are inluded to desribe pairing orrelations and the oupling to partile ontinuum
states.
The outgoing nuleon wave funtion is alulated by means of the omplex phenomenologial
optial potential EDAD1 of Ref. [29℄, whih is obtained from ts to proton elasti sattering data
on several nulei in an energy range up to 1040 MeV.
Sine no rigorous presription exists for handling o-shell nuleons, we have studied the sensi-
tivity to dierent cc hoies of the nulear urrent. The Dira and Pauli form fators F1 and F2
are taken from Ref. [30℄.
In Fig. 1 our RDWIA results for nulear transpareny, alulated with the cc2 presription for the
nulear urrent are shown. The Q2 of the exhanged photon is taken between 0.3 (GeV/c)2 and 1.8
(GeV/c)2 in onstant (q, ω) kinematis. Calulations have been performed for seleted losed shell
or subshell nulei (
12
C,
16
O,
28
Si,
40
Ca,
90
Zr, and
208
Pb) for whih the relativisti mean eld ode
easily onverges. The agreement with the data is rather satisfatory. At Q2 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2 our
results lie below the data and are omparable with those presented in Ref. [14℄, where it was shown
that the EDAD1 optial potential led to a smaller transpareny, while better agreement was found
using an empirial eetive interation whih ts both proton elasti and inelasti sattering data.
However, we have to note that the DWIA model of Ref. [14℄ uses a dierent approah to obtain
single partile bound state wave funtions. The alulations at Q2 = 0.6, 1.3, and 1.8 (GeV/c)2 are
loser to the data and fall down only for higher mass numbers.
In Fig. 2 the energy dependene of nulear transpareny is shown. The alulations have been
performed for the same nulei and at the same kinematis as in Fig. 1. The alulated transpareny
is approximately onstant for eah nuleus and dereases for inreasing mass number.
In Refs. [10, 12℄ it is reported that the transpareny data an be tted with an exponential law
of the form T = A−α, with α ≃ 0.24. Sine our model is based on a single partile piture of
nulear struture, we expet our results to be sensible to the disontinuities of the shell struture.
These learly appear in the hanges in shape of the A-dependent urves.
In Fig. 3 the sensitivity of transpareny alulations for
12
C and
40
Ca to dierent hoies for the
eletromagneti urrent is shown. The results with the cc1 urrent are larger than those obtained
with the cc2 urrent, whereas cc3 results are smaller than the cc2 ones. A similar behavior was
already found out in Ref. [19℄ for (γ,N) dierential ross setion. Here it is mainly due to the
fat that, when using the cc1 urrent, the distorted ross setion, σDW in Eq. 1, is enhaned with
respet to the alulations with the cc2 or the cc3 urrent, whereas the plane wave ross setions,
σPW , are almost independent of the operator form.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented relativisti DWIA alulations for nulear transpareny of (e, e′p)
reation in a momentum transfer range between 0.3 and 1.8 (GeV/c)2.
The transition matrix element of the nulear urrent operator in RDWIA is alulated using the
bound state wave funtions obtained in the framework of the relativisti mean eld theory, and the
diret Pauli redution method with salar and vetor potentials for the sattering state. In order
to analyze the ambiguities in the hoie of the eletromagneti vertex due to the o-shell harater
of the initial nuleon, we have used three urrent onserving expressions in our alulations.
5We have performed alulations for seleted losed shell or subshell nulei. The dependene of
nulear transpareny upon the mass number and the energy has been disussed. Low Q2 results
underestimates the data, thus indiating the presene of too strong an absorptive term in the
optial potential. In ontrast, results at higher Q2 are loser to the data. We nd little evidene
of energy dependene or momentum transfer of the transpareny for eah nuleus.
The sensitivity to dierent hoies of the nulear urrent has been investigated for
12
C and
40
Ca.
The results with the cc1 urrent are larger than the cc2 results, whereas those obtained with the
cc3 urrent are more similar to the cc2 ones. This eet is due to the enhanement of the cc1
distorted ross setion with respet to the cc2 and cc3 ross setions.
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6FIG. 1: The nulear transpareny for the quasifree A(e, e′p) reation as a funtion of the mass number for Q2
ranging from 0.3 to 1.8 (GeV/c)2. Calulations have been performed for seleted losed shell or subshell nulei with
mass numbers indiated by open irles. The data at Q2 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2 are from Ref. [9℄. The data at Q2 = 0.6, 1.3,
and 1.8 (GeV/c)2 are from Ref. [11℄.
7FIG. 2: The energy dependene of nulear transpareny for
12
C (open irles),
16
O (open stars),
28
Si (open
squares),
40
Ca (open triangles),
90
Zr (open rosses), and
208
Pb(open diamonds), at the same kinematis as in
Fig. 1. Calulations were performed for Q2 values marked by symbols. The 12C data are from Refs. [9, 10, 11℄.
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FIG. 3: The eletromagneti urrent dependene of nulear transpareny for
12
C and
40
Ca, at the same kinematis
as in Fig. 1. Calulations were performed for Q2 values marked by symbols.
